SPB-2 (1962) Expansion Managers,
Attached please find you Expansion draft ready file for the 1962 Expansion Draft. Each
manager has submitted their 15 Man protected roster, which are the active players on
this database (Blue). Those players are not eligible for this draft.
ALL players that are farmed (Green) are eligible to be selected with the notable
exception of UNCARDED PLAYERS who do not play in 1962. They have been left
farmed, but have their returning season after their name. All others may be selected by
you.
Again, the rules.
Chris Longo’s Boulder Run Bullies will select first, following by (2) selection by Ron
Peterson’s Fairfax Grays, then 2 more by the Bullies., so the first Phase will look like
this:
1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1
Note: An existing team is only permitted to lose a maximum of 2 players. Once a team
has lost 2 players, that team is locked down for the remainder of that Phase, and no
more of their player may be selected.
At this point, each expansion team will have 14 players each, and now each existing
team will be permitted to “PULL BACK” 2 of its players that were not selected in Phase
1. Many of you who wont be in the chat room with us have already given me you top 4
pull backs list, so I thank you for that.
Once all the pull backs are announced, we will move to Phase 2 of expansion, which
will look exactly like Phase 1, with Chris picking first (Since Ron has to top pick in the
Rookie Draft). Again will look like this:
1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1-1-2-2-1
Note: Like Phase 1, in Phase 2 existing teams are only permitted to lose a maximum of
2 players. Once a team has lost 2 players, that team is locked down for the remainder
of that Phase, and they will be free and clear to keep their remaining players for now.
At this point, the expansion teams will have 28 players, and I will allow them to fill out
the final few spots on their roster back picking from the available Non Rookie Free
Agents and Use or lose players (likely 4-5 each team). Ron Peterson will select first in
this small Phase 3.
That’s it. So happy studying Expansion Managers! Can’t wait to see your draft
strategies, as there are some pretty decent players in this draft. Some teams are better

than others for sure, but just remember, once they lose 2, they are gonna be locked, so
pick wisely.
Lastly, while myself and John T. are running this draft on the 29th, if you are attending it
live, do not expect and FAST draft. My plan is to give Ron and Chris ALL the time they
need to make these most important selections, and I don’t want them to be rushed. You
don’t have to attend live if you don’t want, you can just submit you 4 man protected
choices to me.

